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Executive Summary 

FindProz.com is a startup that began in Utah but has recently relocated to Seattle, Washington. FindProz 

provides an online listing service for private instructors to generate leads of new students.  

My project focused on the needs of the company in relation to the current operations. Two key needs 

came to the forefront: 

1) Gathering information off of Google to find and contact potential affiliates 

2) Create an excel database to record additional information of FindProz’s users such as profile 

completion status, communication results, and action items. 

The context of these needs will be described below: 

1) As part of the company’s strategy key partnerships with affiliates such as 

ThePianoGalleryStore.com and have the affiliate host a portal to the FindProz service directly on 

their site. This partnership populates FindProz with instructors that were currently in a static list 

on the affiliate’s website and turns that space into dynamic content that generates commission 

for the affiliate based on the amount of leads generated through that portal. Portal example: 

http://www.thepianogallerystore.com/piano-teachers-in-utah.html 

Currently FindProz is actively expanding their affiliate base in Seattle, Washington. They were 

pulling hobby shop locations off of Google Maps searches manually then organizing that 

information by City to create sales route plans. I created a search aggregator to pull in a number 

of similar locations by using Google’s related places listing at the bottom of a location’s page. 

This was not a part of my original proposal but upon starting the project they requested that I 

completed this first before doing the excel databases – but the client gets what they ask for. 

2) To increase the user experience and user base able to receive leads complete profiles and 

meaningful customer contact is needed. FindProz as a company works closely with its users by 

helping them have a successful experience in gaining leads from FindProz. There is a need to 

create a way of tracking these communications. The goal is to be able to tie together the 

website database with the offline excel database tracking when user’s have been contacted by 

the company and what follow up items were there. 
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Implementation Documentation 

1) The Google Maps Search Aggregator 

This excel file starts with a Google maps place URL (the maroon area bellow) and will record it’s related 

places and sequentially visit and pull in information for these related places. 

 

To get a valid starting URL you must get the actual Google Map Place URL – to do so you can conduct 

any Google maps search then right-click on the desired search result and select “Copy Link Address.” 

This will give you a valid URL for the 

function. If an entered URL does not start 

with a valid Google Place address it will 

display the following message box 

explaining how to get a valid URL and then 

terminate. A link for maps.google.com is 

included in the heading for users to start 

their search. 

Upon pressing the “Find Related Searches” button 

with a valid URL it will ask the user for the number 

of Rows that the User would like to add to the 

worksheet. It is designed so the user can control 

the number related places so it does not get out of 

control due to the exponential nature of this 

search function.  

Each URL that contains actual Related Places will have a listing of 6. Often a number of these will have 

already been visited or captured by previous locations. All entries in the generated list must have unique 

company names. Also, it is always possible to continue to add to this list by providing a new URL or by 

entering one of the last URLs found on the previous search and it will not eliminate any previous entries. 

There is a button added at the top to clear all entries if you so desire. Otherwise the search function will 

simply continue adding entries to the bottom of the list. 

 

  



Implementation 

When it came to the implementation of creating the list of related places and following the related links 

without running into a dead end (some pages do not have any related places) took a lot of thought, trial 

and error, and an interesting loop structure. My first attempt would just follow the first related link and 

continue following the first related link. This was very ineffective and led to mentioned dead ends. My 

new loop structure gathers in all 6 related links (that are unique from the list) and follows them 

individually in the following loop structure. 

Starting from the entered URL the macro pulls in that company’s information then enters a loop 

gathering all the unique business names and Google maps URLs of the 6 listed related places. Next the 

function moves down to the next row that has a name & URL but no specific information and follows 

that business’ URL to get the specific location and contact information. At this point it loops again to 

checking that site’s related places populating the list of sites to gather information from. Once the user 

specified number of rows is filled no more related places will be added to the list. It is not uncommon 

for a search size of 30 to end with the last 5-10 companies’ related places to not be entered on the list 

due to reaching the User specified limit. 

Back to the business purpose, in order to sort listings by cities to create routes for a sales rep to visit 

potential affiliate locations the address needed to be parsed into the separate components. The Google 

address can have one of two formats: Street, City, State or just City, State. Upon checking for the type of 

address I pull out the city and state strings and put them in their respective columns so the user may use 

the filter function to sort the listing. 

Difficulties & Learning Points 

The difficulties I had for this functionality laid mainly with the search structure and methodology of 

approaching the looping. At first I created a function that would follow the first related link on the page, 

get the information, and follow the next link. But often it would hit dead ends where a page had no 

related places listed. My first thought was “well, just keep running the macro over and over and it will 

pick up the other links that it passed by the first time”. But, I realized that this approach was very 

manual and provided little benefit. At this point I had to sketch out on a whiteboard how I could 

structure my loops to capture all unique links found on a page. I had to restructure the order I 

performed tasks and create new tracking methods of where I was in my imbedded loop structure to exit 

the correct loops at the correct times. (I have the loop going through all the related links and inside that 

a loop finding all the related places URLs, etc.) 

Other learning curves were that at first when Tyler Pack the CEO of FindProz tried this project on his 

computer the Phone number kept entering HTML text. I found that he had a Skype plug-in installed in IE 

which changed the HTML code to include a Skype hyperlink. Thankfully Tyler knew enough about 

programming to follow my commands over the phone to use the agent object to save his IE’s HTML 

code so I could identify the cause of the error. 



The first response from Tyler was “Oh my goodness this is amazing! I was spending so much time 

manually doing what this automatically does in seconds.” That sure felt good to hear. 

2) User Forms & Database 

This section of the project is still incomplete. I received the necessary tables form FindProz a little late 

and the database structure was very difficult to link these tables together. About 80% of the user 

information will populate to the main form but the search functions are still not working.  

 

 

Difficulties & Learning Points 

Working with 5-6 tables to get the needed information is extremely difficult. After identifying the 

needed User ID then going through each table to get the different information related to this User is no 

fun. Also, I learned that working in an environment not designed for Excel is also more difficult than 

putting together your own controlled environment.   


